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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 

 

The overall purpose of this campaign is to
reposition Gripz snacks as a marketable, viable,
convienient snack choice for college students.
Through the use of guerilla tactics, social media,
influencers, and print ads, Gripz will have the
opportunity to spread awareness of their revivial
through a mutlitude of channels and mediums.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS
RESEARCH, POSITIONING, COMPETITIVE REVIEW, MARKET FACTORS & SWOT
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A survey of Grand Valley State
University students was conducted
via Google Forms. In total, there
were 37 responses to 5 questions.

PRIMARY RESEARCH

A general search of the Gripz
product was conducted via Google
and database searching through

GVSU portal.  

SECONDARY RESEARCH

RESEARCH METHODOLGY
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- 55.6% of respondents said that they prefer to buy
snacks in bulk (wholesale stores)
- 38.9% of respondents said that they prefer to buy
snacks for convenience
- 72.2% of respondents said they would be willing
to spend more for environmentally friendly or
biodegradable packaging
- 77.8% of respondents said that social media is
the best medium of communication for them
- 88.9% of people surveyed have heard of Gripz
snacks

SURVEY RESULTS

*Further information can be
found in the Appendix
section
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ABOUT GRIPZ
- Pouch based snack released in July of 2005 by
Kellogg's
- Gripz is known for their rip N' tip tubes that
are easy to open
- Original target audience were kids ages 8-11
- Known as the "travel snack" designed for on-the-
go use
- Kellogg owned the brand for 13 years, then sold
Keelber (parent company of Gripz) to Ferrero spA

SECONDARY RESEARCH
RESULTS
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Low price and easy to handle
Convenient 
Powerful parent company
Flavor variety recognizable
Creates nostalgia
Low calorie (120 cal)

STRENGTHS

People tend to enjoy snacking
Become environmentally aware/take
stances on issues
Increase overall sales/revenue
through revival

OPPORTUNITIES

Lack of awareness/popularity in
the current market
Discontinued in stores (only
available online)
Snacks are not viewed as ‘healthy’
Currently being overshadowed by
Keebler/Kellogg snacks

WEAKNESSES

Large amount of competition snack
industry in cluttered market
Emergence of products that support
health-conscious eating habits

THREATS

SWOT
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RE-BRAND, 
RE-DESIGN, 

AND REVIVE GRIPZ 
TO BE A BRAND THAT 

IS APPEALING 
TO COLLEGE STUDENTS.

 

CAMPAIGN 
OBJECTIVE

WHAT ARE WE TRYING
TO ACCOMPLISH?
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TARGET AUDIENCE
PERSONAS AND GENERAL STATEMENT
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The target audience for Gripz is college students ages
17-25 that enjoy easy, convienient, and on-the-go

snacks.
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JOHNNY, 20
Johnny enjoys buying his groceries
(snacks) in bulk whenever out.
Constantly busy and on the move so
convenience is key for his lifestyle
and the packaging makes it so no extra
effort is needed to store or eat the
food.

ROBIN, 23

Robin is a graduate student who is
always on the go, she commutes to
school every day and loves to stop
by the gas station to pick up a
quick snack on the way. 11



CAMPAIGN STRATEGY
HOW WILL WE ACCOMPLISH OUR OBJECTIVE? BIG THING AND BIG IDEA
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DURING THE HECTIC
PARTS OF YOUR BUSY
LIFE, GRIPZ WILL BE
THE MOST CONSISTENT
AND CONVENIENT SNACK

CHOICE.
 

ONE THING
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Brand Image/Personality:
Fun, nostalgic, youthful/playful, and trendy



GET A GRIP
 

HOLD ON TIGHT,
WHILE YOU TAKE A

BITE
 

GRIP N' GO
 

SLOGAN / TAGLINE
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CREATIVE TACTICS
FIVE EXAMPLES, INSTRUCTIONS, JUSTIFICATIONS
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Similar to Gripz advertisement surrounding the topic of
“trickshotting snacks”. Dude Perfect is an American sports
entertainment group based out of Frisco, Texas that has become
popular for their trickshotting sports videos. The group was started
by Cory and Coby Cotton, Garrett Hilbert, Cody Jones, Tyler Toney.
Dude Perfect has amounted to an astounding 47.3 million subscribers
and 9.33 billion total views on only 218 videos. Gripz would sponsor
Dude Perfect to promote their product within their videos.

YOUTUBE INFLUENCER:
DUDE PERFECT
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YouTube Thumbnail Storyline
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This tactic will be useful and justified because of the sheer number of
views and influence Dude Perfect has among its viwers, and the YouTube
community as a whole. Trickshotting snacks is a topic/idea that Dude Perfect
has never experimented with. Why not start now?



Posters and Flyers
College campuses are spaces where many
clubs and organizations have a large presence
and many avenues for outreach. Despite the
domination of social media, flyers and posters
on campus remain an effective, for the most
part, free method of reaching the student
body. There are many common bulletin boards
and approved spaces for flyers that students
regularly check for announcements about
upcoming events. Having an eye-catching print
advertisement in these spaces would ensure it
is actually being seen by students.
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Social Media Motion Graphics
The use of motion graphics as a
social media post is very effective
in catching the eye of the viewer.
Instead of a still image, the content
moves and utilizes motion to draw
more attention to the post. The
short time span of the post also
allows for more viewer retention 
than a normal video post.
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Social Media Contest
There will be a contest on social media
for anyone who wants to win ten-
thousand dollars in paid tuition. You
film yourself doing amazing trick shots
with Gripz and then post them onto
Instagram. We would narrow down the
best trick shots that we find and allow
the audience to vote and decide on
which of the trick shots were the best.
The hashtag (#GripzTrickshot) would be
used for people who would like to enter
the contest.This would help to get
young college students interested and
involved with Gripz.
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Guerilla tactics are a great way to advertise to an
audience in a unique and creative way. The idea is
to catch consumers by surprise in an unconventional
way. This can be highly effective for a brand and
can spread through word of mouth in person and on
social media. Due to these effects we have decided
to use this way of advertising to reach our target
audience. The idea is to create a painting or giant
sticker (that will be placed on a wall) of a bag of
gripz being poured out into an actual vending
machine which will be filled with Gripz snack
packs. This will be placed on a college campus in a
high traffic area. The goal is to place this in an
area students are constantly walking by, so they
will be caught off guard when it suddenly appears
there. A GoPro will be set up to catch students
reactions when they encounter this long-lost
nostalgic snack.

Guerilla Tactic
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CREATIVE BRIEF
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The Product – Gripz - A cracker based snack pack pouch made for on-the-go. 
Key Insight – Our target market values maximizing the utility of their dollar while being environmentally conscious.
Advertising Problem – (why are we advertising at all) Gripz was discontinued in store and we are advertising to revive their
popularity among consumers.
Advertising Objective – Our objective is to re-introduce Gripz to college students through the use of social media, guerilla
tactics, print ads, and paid influencers. 
Target Audience/Segment – Our target audience is college students 17-25 that value quick and easy on-the-go snacks. 
Primary Competitors – 

Pringles on-the-go cans 
Strengths: Recognizable container, resealable lid | Weaknesses: Bulky, difficult shape to transport in pockets
Snack-size chip bags (ex. Frito Lay) 
Strengths: Small container, full-size of snack | Weaknesses: Can get messy/greasy, not environmentally friendly

Current Position - The current position of Gripz is not known to the current market as they are not for sale commercially on a
large scale.
Support - Nostalgic 
Brand Promise - Gripz promises to be an affordable and convenient choice of snack for your on-the-go lifestyle.
Brand Image/Personality - Fun, nostalgic, youthful/playful, trendy.

*Note: This Is only a partial creative brief, full
creative brief Is available upon request.
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APPENDIX
EXTRA RESOURCES (SURVEY)
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